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Problems with consumer misuse 
of visible lasers

Almost 4,000 reports of lasers aimed at aircraft in 
the U.S. in 2013 

Increasing reports of consumer injuries from lasers 

14 persons in Saudi Arabia (2 of them children) 

9-year-old injured in both eyes by his uncle 

Five children injured in U.K.



Solution must be 
multi-faceted





Looking today 
at laser labeling



Problems with current labels

Designed for experts, back when lasers were 
expensive and bulky 

What does this IEC label mean to consumers? 

!

!

What is “Laser 2”? What are the hazards?



Problems with current labels (2)

What do these labels mean to consumers? 

!

!

!

What is “Laser 4” or “Class IV”? 

What is “direct or scattered radiation”? Do you mean 
“Don’t look into the light beam, or at the bright dot”?



Problems with current labels (3)

No warning against aiming at aircraft 

No indication this is hazardous to pilots 

No indication this is illegal —the user may be 
arrested or jailed



Advantages to improved labeling

Give more information to consumers 

More hazards, and more specifics on hazards 

Help reduce the number of laser/aircraft incidents 

Make laser/aircraft convictions easier 

If the user has been specifically warned not to aim at 
aircraft



Look to current labels for 
guidance



Current 
federally-
mandated 
labels
!

EnergyGuide 
(FTC/EPA)



Current 
federally-
mandated 
labels
!

Nutrition Facts 
(FDA)



Current 
federally-
mandated 
labels
!

Over-the-Counter 
Drug Facts 
(FDA)



Current 
federally-
mandated 
labels
!

Lighting Facts 
(FTC and DOE)



Note: They all use specific numbers



Note: They all use specific numbers



Note: They all use specific numbers



Note: They all use specific numbers



The proposed 
Laser Safety Facts label



Laser Safety 
Facts label

Currently intended for 
consumer pointers, 
handhelds, and 
projectors that emit 
visible laser beams



Legally required safety label



Legally required safety label
Can use any legally valid graphic format



Legally required safety label
Can use any legally valid graphic format



Legally required safety label

Laser parameters 
(includes minimum divergence)



Title, and QR code for website
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Laser hazards
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Title, and QR code for website
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Laser hazards

Safe use guidance
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Title, and QR code for website

Laser parameters 
(includes minimum divergence)

Laser hazards

Safe use guidance
Where to find additional info
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Title, and QR code for website

Laser parameters 
(includes minimum divergence)

Laser hazards

Safe use guidance
Where to find additional info

Manufacturer info

Legally required safety label



Intended for 
use on:

Large lasers such as 
laser show projectors 

Outer packaging or  
hang tag 

User manual 

Marketing brochures, 
websites, etc.



Note: Uses specific numbers



Labels for smaller lasers



For smaller lasers

Can use existing labels, plus… 

Add the URL web address (LaserSafety.info) 

If there is room, add a QR or Data Matrix barcode 

For outdoor lasers, add a warning against aiming at 
aircraft



Examples

For laser pointers 
and portable 
handheld lasers 

Contains aircraft 
warnings



Examples

For non-outdoor, 
non-portable lasers 

Does NOT contain 
aircraft warnings



The QR code



QR code = website address

LSF.ME/2=
This automatically redirects to 
LaserSafetyFacts.com/2,  
a web page about Class 2 
laser hazards



Use a smartphone or tablet to scan…
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…and automatically be taken to a web page
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The QR code

Takes the user to a 
website page with 
more detailed safety 
information 

Can also get there by 
typing a human-
readable URL such as  
LaserSafety.info/2



Why a website page?

Contains additional hazard information, 
diagrams 

Uniform consistency for all lasers 

Easy to update as needed 

Solves the problem of lost user manuals 

Can contain links to sites such as FDA



Problem:  
No space on small lasers



QR codes cannot be read if too 
curved

!

This cannot be 
scanned if 
more than 1/3 
the cylinder 
diameter



To help with small lasers…

Uses a different 
encoding called 
Data Matrix or DM 

Rectangular format 

Helps solve 
problem of 
distorted QM 
codes on cylinders

Data Matrix code for LSF.ME/3R



QR and DM codes, 
and where they redirect



LSF.ME/2
These automatically redirect to 
LaserSafetyFacts.com/2,  
a web page about Class 2 
laser hazards



LSF.ME/3R
These automatically redirect to 
LaserSafetyFacts.com/3R,  
a web page about Class 3R 
laser hazards



LSF.ME/3B
These automatically redirect to 
LaserSafetyFacts.com/3B,  
a web page about Class 3B 
laser hazards



LSF.ME/4
These automatically redirect to 
LaserSafetyFacts.com/4,  
a web page about Class 4 
laser hazards



The webpage: 
“An LSO course for this laser”



LSF.ME/4 
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LSF.ME/4 
LaserSafetyFacts.com/4



Three types of QR codes



Class code

Goes to pages for Class 2, 3R, 3B or 4 lasers 

!

!

!

!

These are generic pages for any laser of this class

LSF.ME/2



Freeform Parameter code

Use to encode any laser. Example:  

!

!

!

!

Decoded by the webpage; gives specific hazard 
distances for that particular laser

LSF.ME/PR_635-900-532-700-445-500_15_CW_4



Shortener code

5-characters; goes to a specific Freeform Parameter page 

!

!

!

!

!

Used so that the QR code “dots” can be larger and easier 
to scan

Left: LSF.ME/34567 
Right: www.LaserSafetyFacts.com/HH_445-2500_15_CW_4_WCK01

http://www.LaserSafetyFacts.com/HH_445-2500_15_CW_4_WCK01


Making it easy to provide 
laser safety information on 

product websites



Standard icon for webpages

Put on a product’s 
webpage, to lead to 
the complete safety 
information for that 
laser 

Goes to the 
appropriate 
LaserSafetyFacts.com 
page



Sample website usage



Additional features at 
LaserSafetyFacts.com



Other features  
of the website

General 
overview of 
laser classes 
and 
corresponding 
hazards







Other features  
of the website

Comparison of 6 
labeling programs: 

EnergyGuide, 
Nutrition Facts, 
OTC Drug Facts, 
Lighting Facts (FTC), 
Lighting Facts (DOE), 
Laser Safety Facts





Laser Safety Facts label 
status



Laser safety information status

Has been reviewed by selected individuals 
including Greg Makhov 

Looking to groups such as SAE G-10T, ANSI 
for any additional review, suggestions, etc. 

In July 2014, a major manufacturer of handheld 
lasers planned to add this to their product line



Adoption status

Currently voluntary 

Intended for manufacturers and marketing materials 

Could become a standard such as ANSI or IEC 

If so, perhaps run by a non-profit group such as Laser Institute of 
America 

Could become a legal requirement 

If so, Congress must enact legislation giving FDA authority and 
funding 



Functional status

LaserSafetyFacts.com works right now 

Can add QR or DM code to any visible consumer laser 

Pages already exist for Class 2, 3R, 3B and 4 lasers 

Freeform Parameter pages can be easily created, for 
specific lasers 

Downloadable labels are at the website 

Any manufacturer or marketer can add these



Functional status (2)

Need to add coding to automatically interpret 
Freeform Parameter pages 

These can be manually added now 

Automatic coding is more efficient



Design status

Design has been reviewed by Burkey Belser of 
Greenfield/Belser 

Creator of the EnergyGuide, Nutrition Facts, and Drug 
Facts labels 

He has agreed to help work on the Laser Safety Facts 
label 

He is familiar with federal requirements for label programs



Summary



• Detailed label on 
packaging, 
marketing materials


• Can be affixed to 
larger lasers such as 
projectors

• Labels for smaller 
lasers


• Human-readable URL 
plus QR or DM code


• Includes aircraft 
hazard warning

• Both labels link to a 
webpage


• Contains detailed 
information about 
hazards, and safe 
use guidance



A key tool to inform users

Help prevent eye injuries 

Help prevent laser/aircraft illuminations 

Provide detailed information for persons who 
need this (schools, non-LSOs, etc.) 

Can be used right now



Questions?




